Introduction
Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation`s mission is to
support reforms in the educational system towards
child-centered inclusive education to provide equal
access to quality education for all children, especially children with special educational needs, children
from other vulnerable groups with active family and
local communities` participation.

In 2017 our mission was extremely actual because of the number of educational reforms
have been initiated by the Ministry of Education
and they were widely supported by educational
community. Among them – adopting the new
Law “On Education”, development the concept
of the New Ukrainian School, piloting the new
educational standards for primary school and
others.
USSF couldn`t stay aside those remarkable
changes. Due to support of donor organizations
and the Ministry`s request, USSF developed
and delivered training for trainers, who trained
during 200 primary school teachers and 100
deputy directors from 100 pilot schools during
July-August. In September 2017, these 100 primary schools started piloting the new educational standards for primary education. Ongoing monitoring and supervision was provided
to regional coordinators – representatives of
25 In-service Teacher Training Institutes (ITTIs);
developed and printed the manual “The New
Ukrainian School: Manual for Teachers” etc.
Besides participation in the reforms` processes,

we searched the opportunities to realize other
innovative ideas, because implementation of
innovations in a field of early childhood education is one of the main direction of work of our
organization. We believe, the projects presented in this report, have brought many innovative
ideas, which are successfully implemented by
many pre-schools and primary schools.
Other important achievement in 2017 was the
process of strategic planning, which has been
started by thoughtful analysis of the USSF`s
strengths and weaknesses as well as the changes, which take place in the nowadays` context.
We believe that the new strategy of our organization, which was developed in 2017, will
strengthen Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation
and provide opportunities to achieve new successful results.
Of course, the success of our results was possible
because of the support of our donors, partners,
participants of numerous projects. Therefore,
we do thank to all of you, we cooperated with in
2017. Thank you for your support, understanding, enthusiasm and readiness to change our
education for the better!
Natalia Sofiy,
Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation, Director
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PROJECTS
IMPLEMENTED IN 2017
Reforming Teacher Training
and Professional Development Project
In 2017 Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation actively cooperated on development and implementation of the new educational standards
for primary education. Those activities have
been supported by Porticus – private foundation (Austria) and included the following activities:
• Study on teachers` competencies according
to the international methodology TALIS.
• Two monitoring studies on the educational
achievements of primary school students
according to PIRLS і TIMSS methodologies.
• Development of the Concept of Continuous Pedagogical Education.
• Development professional standards for
primary school teachers.
• Development and piloting teachers` certification tools.
The changes had place in the process of project`s realization, which were conditioned
by the new priorities related to the need to
pilot new educational standards for primary
school. Those changes identified new activities: training of trainers, training of primary
school teachers and deputy directors of 100
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pilot schools, development the manual for
teachers and other educational materials.
The main project results included the following:
Conducting the study on teachers` competencies according to TALIS methodology. As it was
planned in the beginning of the project, 3600
teachers and 201 school directors participated in the study. Resume and the full report on
the study were presented and discussed during
Round Table discussion “Ukrainian Teachers in
the Study Conducted according TALIS Methodology”, which took place within the third International Congress of Association of Sociologists
in Kharkiv, Ukraine during October 12-13, 2017.
The study results were also discussed during
Round Table discussion in the Ministry of Education on January 31, 2018. You can find the
report on the study on the sites of Ukrainian Educational Researchers Association (UERA) and
Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation (USSF) You
can read more here.
Development Training of Trainers on the new educational standards for primary education within the concept of New Ukrainian School. Training
was delivered in July 2017. It was developed by

on the new educational standards for primary
school. The manual was recommended by the
Institute of Education Modernization, Ministry
of Education to be used in the primary schools,
which are participants of the national experimental program on implementing the new educational standards for primary school (letter of
the Ministry of Education №21.1/12-р-677 as of
20.09.2017).

the Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation in partnership with the Institute of Pedagogy, National
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine and
educational complex “Novopechersk School”. As
a result of the training 70 trainers were trained
who provided further training for 200 primary
school teachers and 100 deputy directors of 100
pilot schools.
Other important project`s results was development and printing the manual for teachers “New
Ukrainian School: Manual for Teachers” you can
find manual here. The manual included materials, which were used during training for trainers
as well as other additional materials, aiming to
support primary school teachers in their work

Project realization provided possibilities to
cooperate with Kultur-Kontact Organization
(Austria). Because of that cooperation USSF
organized 2-days conference in Kyiv, October
24-25th. The goal of the conference was to discuss the first results of piloting new educational
standards for primary education and to discuss
the further ways of their implementation. 300
teachers – representatives of 100 pilot schools,
60 trainers – representatives of 25 ITTIs and other educators participated at the conference.
The monitoring study was developed within national experimental work: surveys for teachers
of pilot primary classrooms, pilot school directors, trainers and parents of the first grade classrooms involved in the experimental program.
Monitoring study has been developed in partnership with the Institute of Educational Analysis, Ministry of Education.
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Project in numbers and not only:
• Development and delivering Training of Trainers, where 70 trainers have been trained to provide
further training for teachers of pilot schools.
• Training of 200 primary classroom teachers and 100 deputy directors – representatives of 100 pilot
schools to work on the new educational standards for primary school.
• Developed and printed the manual “New Ukrainian School: Manual for Teachers”. Manual was disseminated among 100 pilot schools.
• 3600 teachers and 201 school directors were involved in the study on teachers` competencies according TALIS methodology.
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Community School Program
In 2017 Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation
has started realization Community School Development project, which was aimed at the
strengthening schools` potential to provide
quality inclusive education with active community participation within current reforming
processes, in particular school network optimization and developing entrepreneurship.
The project was realized by Ukrainian Step by
Step Foundation due to support of Charles
Mott Foundation during 2017-2019 based on
8 secondary schools in Kyiv, Ivano-Frankivsk,
Poltava and Ternopil regions.
The project was aimed at two main goals,
which have been identified during realization
of the previous projects within Community
School Development Program, which were
implemented during last ten years. In addition, the current reforms in the system of education were taken into account. So, these two
main goals included the following:
Development of Index of Institutional Capacity (IIC) as an instrument for assessment and
development of the schools.
Development entrepreneurship as one of the
most important competencies, which can be

included in the school curriculum and afterschool activities (f.e. School Entrepreneurship
Clubs).
Index of Institutional Capacity (IIC)
During 2017 experts: O. Boyarchuk, M. Voron,
L. Danylenko, L. Kasian, S. Koroliuk, A. Panchenko, N. Sofiy, L. Shevchuk and I. Yuriychuk developed “Index of Institutional Capacity” – new
mechanism of assessment and self-assessment of the schools based on the International standards for community schools, Index for
Inclusion and materials of the “Democratic
School”.
Index of Institutional Capacity (IIC), in particular school capacity, is identified through
analysis of the experts` assessment and results of the surveys according to 55 indicators
and 325 questions to discuss. The indicators
and questions were organized in 4 spheres:
“Leadership”, “Educational Environment”,
Partnership”, “Professional Development”.
They reflect school management for sustainability, other words the requirement to
maintain law, ethic and social commitments
aimed at meeting the needs of education. It
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is recommended to use Index annually at the
end of school year to develop the strategic
plan based on the results of the self-assessment or assessment by the external independent organizations which have the relevant
license. The necessary conclusions on the
quality of educational services, school management, and recommendations regarding
further improvements are provided based on
the results school self-assessment or external
assessment.
In addition to the Index for Institutional Capacity the manual “Index for School Institutional
Capacity” was developed, which included the
following topics: the content and structure of
institutional capacity of the school; the main
areas of activities of the school, which relate
to the main law, ethical and social requirements to provide needs of the secondary education; methodology of identification of the
index for institutional capacity of the school
as a qualitative and quantitative indicator of
school sustainability; recommendations on
school assessment and development, which
were developed within the project “Community School Development” implemented
by Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation. The
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recommendations were developed for representatives of local educational authorities,
school administrations, educational experts,
professional organizations, including non-governmental organizations, other experts who
provide external assessment of the quality of
educational services provided by schools.
At the beginning of 2018, the training is
planned to be conducted for 8 pilot schools,
which will use the Index for Institutional Capacity. Based on the results of piloting the
Index the necessary recommendations will
be developed; relevant changes will be introduced, and school development plans will be
implemented based on the results of school
self-assessment. To support these processes, necessary legislative documents will be
developed to include Index for Institutional
Capacity into system of education, creating
the system of school development based on
the monitoring and self-assessment as well as
based on the plans of school transformation.

Creating School Entrepreneurship Clubs

On December 3-5, 2017 the training for pilot
schools on creating School Entrepreneurship
Clubs, was conducted. The general goal of the
training was to introduce entrepreneurship competence in the school curriculum, after-school
activities and in the local communities through
the project approach. The goal of the training
was also to develop entrepreneurship competence through creating School Entrepreneurship
Clubs. Other objectives included: to present the
goal and objectives of the School Entrepreneurship Clubs; to develop materials, necessary for
organization of School Entrepreneurship Clubs
as well as to present the model of School Entrepreneurship Clubs. Training objectives:
• To demonstrate perspectives of School Entrepreneurship Clubs to implement the competencies “entrepreneurship and financial
literacy” and “entrepreneurship and initiatives” in the school curriculum. Both competencies are the main competencies in the
updated school curriculum.

• To develop initiative groups of teachers to
develop plans of School Entrepreneurship
Clubs and social-oriented projects to be
implemented in the School Entrepreneurship Clubs.
• To exchange the experience in developing
and realization of educational materials
aimed to support professional activities
and entrepreneurship skills in the school
practice.
• To see the examples and to develop packages of statutory documents necessary for
creation of School Entrepreneurship Clubs.
• To present the main principles of development the financial literacy of students.
• To discuss the issue of entrepreneurship
culture.
• To develop projects to realize objectives
of the Community School Development
program.
What is School Entrepreneurship Club?
School Entrepreneurship Club – is a community of students and teachers, which mission
is development of characteristics of the person-entrepreneur. It is a “platform”/environment which is based in school where children
have opportunities to develop their entrepreneurship competence with active community
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development. It is a structure, which not only
“makes money”, but rather develops students`
competencies. The principles which are the
base of this structure are the following: membership, the right to leave the club, thematic
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self-identification, self-management, and
self-education (there are no teachers in the
School Entrepreneurship Clubs rather facilitators); dynamic activities, cooperation, and
coordination of the after school activities.

The project in numbers and not only:
• Community School model was expanded
to the 8 new schools.
• 4 Memoranda on Cooperation have been
signed with In-service Teacher Training Institutes and 8 memoranda on Cooperation
have been signed at the level of the local
educational authorities and the schools –
project participants.
• One training was conducted for 8 pilot
schools on developing School Entrepreneurship Clubs.

• Developed 8 School Entrepreneurship
Clubs.
• Schools have started to develop the projects, which will be focused on the entrepreneurship.
• Developed Index for Institutional Capacity – new mechanism of evaluation and
school self-assessment.
• Manual «Index for School Institutional
Capacity” developed.
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Promoting Civic Education in the Context
of the New Educational Standards
Promoting Civic Education in Primary School
within the Context of the New Educational Standards Project is implemented by
Ukrainian Step by Step Foundation within
the “Engage“ project, which is supported by
USAID during September 2017-July 2018.
The concept of New Ukrainian School, which
was approved by the Government of Ukraine
on December 2016, identified the main directions of the educational reforms till 2029.
According to the Concept, new educational
standards for primary education will be implemented since September 2018. New educational standards are based on the competence approach. One of the key competencies are social and civic competencies.
Other characteristic of the new educational
standards is integrated approach to learning, which is especially important in primary
school.
Therefore, the project was aimed at the development educational materials for teachers, parents and first grade students to develop the social and civic competencies.
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During October – December 2017 the following activities took place:
Analysis (monitoring) of the existing resources on civic education for primary school
Analysis of the existing resources for primary
school students and primary school teachers
provided the opportunity to identify and to
use the best innovative practices in the area
of civic education, to identify key content areas for development the project materials
according to the State educational standards
for primary school. The result of that analysis
was the revised and agreed content, format
and design of the educational materials for
students, teachers and parents.
• Development of educational materials
for first grade students, teachers and
parents on the civic education competence`s development.

The developed educational materials for the

competence are the additional to the 34

first grade students, teachers and parents are:

model educational programs developed

• The guide for teachers in planning of ed-

within new educational standards. Edu-

ucational activities for children and their
parents who can also will better understand civic education concept as well as
can help their children in conducting educational activities at home;
• The materials for the first grade students,

cational materials will be adopted by the
Ministry of Education as the resource for
planning educational activities on development the civic education competence
of the first grade students according to the
New Ukrainian School concept.

which include practical exercises, informa-

We expect that 22000 first grade teachers

tional messages, discussion and research

who start to work on the new educational

questions, reading materials, small group

standards in September 2018 will use devel-

tasks, materials for independent work;

oped educational materials in their class-

• The tasks, which help to involve parents to
the joint work with their child, to discuss,

rooms to develop civic education competence
of the first grade students.

and to develop the projects;
• Developed

educational

materials

for

teachers, parents and the first grade students on developing the civic education
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Providing Quality Education for Roma Children
in Pre-schools and Primary Schools Project

Providing Quality Education for Roma Children in Pre-schools and Primary Schools Project was aimed to involve Roma children, in
particular children of pre-school age (3-5
years old) and primary school age (6-10 years
old) into quality inclusive educational environment, which would stimulate their success
and motivation for further education.

The goal of the project was to develop models of providing quality inclusive education
for Roma children of pre-school and primary
school age based on the pre-schools and primary schools as well as providing their sustainability through the partnership with Roma
NGOs.

Project also was aimed at the solving of educational issues, identified by the Resolution of
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “Action
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plan regarding realization of the Strategy of
protection and integration of Roma minority
into Ukrainian society till 2020”, which is supported by local administrations (departments
of education, local authorities).

•

•

•

Providing Quality Education for Roma Children in Pre-schools and Primary Schools Project has started in 2016 based on 4 primary
schools and 4 pre-schools in Trans-Carpathian
and Odesa regions due to support of Roma
Program Initiative, International Renaissance
Foundation.

•
•

•

and primary schools to implement effective educational practices of working with
Roma children within integrative educational environment;
introducing the practice of Roma teacher
assistants in the pilot pre-schools and primary schools;
providing mentoring support to the project
school teams on working with Roma children
within integrative educational environment;
mentoring support to the instructors of
the Parents Support Centers on the “Getting Ready to School” and “Parenting with
Confidence” programs;
providing activities at the Parents Support
Centers;
delivering activities on the “Getting Ready
to School” and “Parenting with Confidence”
programs;
providing intersectoral cooperation to
solve current and strategic issues related
to the education of Roma children.

During 2017 project activities were aimed at:
• creating conditions in the pilot pre-schools
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Project in numbers and not only:
• Providing play and educational materials, educational supplies to organize meetings of the school
teams with Roma parents on the issues of project planning and implementing, for the work of
the school leadership teams, seminars for pre-school and primary school teachers, children`s
work in the classrooms.
• Providing play and educational materials, educational supplies to organize work of the Roma
Support Centers.
• 8 Roma teacher assistants participated in the training and stared to work in pre-school and
primary school classrooms since September 2017.
• Project participants participated in the study trip to Slovakia where familiarized with the
experience of Roma teacher assistants and other best educational practices in working with
Roma children.
• 16 primary school teachers and 24 pre-school teachers participated in the training on working
within inclusive educational environment with special focus on Roma children and their parents.
School teams, which were created within the project, included 8 school directors, 8 deputy school
directors, 8 psychologists. Training program also involved 14 basic school teachers, who will work
with these children in 2018/2019 school year.
• 12 mentoring visits have been provided to the project sites. Mentoring support was provided by
the USSF consultants, director and coordinator of the project.
• Activities for Roma parents based on the 4 Parents Support Centers based on the Roma NGOs:
Trans-Carpathian Roma Community “Roma”, Trans-Carpathian regional community “Romani
Chgib”, Trans-Carpathian regional charitable foundation “Blago”, and Petrovirivsky Educational
complex (Odesa region).
• In total more than 100 activities/meetings were provided with Roma parents based on the
Parents Support Centers.
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Development National REYN Network in Ukraine Project

One of the ways of improving conditions
for getting education for Roma children is
professional development of specialists who
work with Roma children as well as increasing
the level of communication among them. That
was the aim of the Roma Copachi Initiative Early
Childhood Program, Open Society Foundations,
which created international network of
professionals and para-professionals who work
with Roma children – Roma Early Years Network
(REYN).
Members of REYN have the possibility to use
different resources to increase their level of
information and competencies regarding the
best international practices in a field of education
of Roma children – study trips, web-resources,
etc. Starting from 2013, similar networks started
to be created at national levels – it essentially
increased the effectiveness of communication
among the REYN members and advocacy for
quality education for Roma children. In 2016
Ukraine has created national REYN-Ukraine.
The main goal of the network is to increase
capacities of the specialists, and Roma parents
in their work with Roma children aged from
birth till 10 years old; advocacy their right to
quality education, which will provide better
awareness and coordination of actions between
governmental and civic organizations to provide
quality education to Roma children.

REYN-Ukraine includes more than 150 members,
who are open to communication, have common
vision of the network`s goals and activities.
Among members – Roma parents, Roma
leaders, representatives of non-governmental
organizations, representatives of local
authorities, pre-school and primary teachers
and other people. The network continues to
involve specialists who work with Roma children.
We draw the attention of Roma parents to
the issue of education for their children and
opportunities for their development with the
help of informational posters and leaflets.
Among other achievements is establishment
communication between different regions
of Ukraine and joint search of the effective
initiatives and educational practices of work
with Roma children. Specialists from different
regions of Ukraine communicate with REYNUkraine coordinator to join the network and
to receive information and other educational
materials for their further work.
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The main achievements in 2017
were the following:
• Creation of REYN-Ukraine Advisory Group
(8 persons).
• Development the strategy of REYN-Ukraine
for 2017-2019. The strategy is downloaded on the web-sites Ukrainian Step by Step
Foundation, “Education for Roma children”
and in social networks.
• The booklet and poster about REYN-Ukraine
is developed and published.
• Needs analysis of the network members
based on the 64 received surveys and one
analytical documents was developed based
on the results of needs analysis.
• Conducting master-classes according to
the methodology “Persona Dolls” in 5 cities of Ukraine.
• Conducting the first conference of the
members of national REYN-Ukraine with
participation of the members of international REYN as well as other national REYN
in the countries of Slovakia and Serbia.
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The project in numbers and not only:
• REYN-Ukraine includes 167 members – representatives of 10 regions of Ukraine – both individuals
and organizations.
• About 89% members of network receive monthly newsletter, informational brochures and other
publications.
• About 100 persons are Facebook followers and have the access to the latest news, events, activities
and updates.
• 2 meetings of Advisory Group are conducted.
• 4 video-conferences are conducted with coordinators and representatives of national REYN in
the countries of Slovakia, Serbia and Croatia to get better understanding and knowledge about
functioning other national REYN in these countries.
• Conducting needs assessment of network members and analyzed 64 questionnaires. Based on the
results of needs assessment developed one analytical document. Received results demonstrate
the need: 1) professional support and exchange of experience, information and practices; 2)
professional development and 3) knowledge the best educational practices.
• 3 meetings with different stakeholders on development REYN-Ukraine strategy
• Study trips to Serbia and Slovakia where REYN-Ukraine members had a possibility to see and to
discuss the experience of Roma teacher assistants.
• 7 members of the network joined 2-days training on training the experts to work on IDELLA
methodology.
• Facebook page is created and the separate page on the USSF web-site. These media resources help
to share the informational updates, announcements, new, information about upcoming events.
• Following partners participate in this project: NGO Roma community of Trans-Carpathia (Uzhgorod
city), Trans-Carpathian regional Roma community “Romani Chgib” (Uzhgorod city), NGO «Helping
Hand” (Uzhgorod city), Trans-Carpathian regional foundation “Blago” (Uzhgorod city), Foundation
“Planet of Kind people” (Odesa city), Cherkasy regional organization «Romani Rota” (Zolotonosha
city), Volyn regional organization “Terne Roma” (Lutsk city), and also schools and pre-schools in the
cities Uzhgorod, Mukachevo, Odesa, and In-service Teacher Training Institutes.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
During 2017 8 donors` agencies provided financial support for realization of project activities:
0%

3%

12 %

International Renaissance
Foundation (4 022 00 UAH)

21%

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (2 094 900 UAH)
UNICEF (3 096 100 UAH)

2%

Open Society Foundation (1 866 720 UAH)
11%

PORTICUS (4 784 600 UAH)
RFD (278 790 UAH)

25 %

USAID (PACT) (2 370 900 UAH)
16 %
10 %
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UFSI (4 200 UAH)
Other (578 200 UAH)

The main part of the grant money was spent on conferences, seminars and workshops. Also, the
publication of projects` leaflets, training modules, methodological materials, manuals within each
project, which were implemented during the year. Also, funding received in 2017 was spent on
research and other statutory activities.
1%

Conferences, workshops,
meetings (7 864 600 UAH)

32 %
43 %

Research, development of
materials, translation (2 455 000 UAH)
Publishing (1 965 400 UAH)
Subgrants, equipment (5 794 200 UAH)
Administrative expenses (283 700 UAH)

11%
13 %
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